
CRITICAL APPRECIATION OF BACON ESSAY OF DEATH

Sir Francis Bacon has written â€œOf Deathâ€• in order to end the fear of death from . Tags: bacon essay of death
analysis of death by francis bacon summary of Of Revenge by Sir Francis Bacon | Summary and Critical Analysis.

Bacon ends the essay by advising that once you have made up your mind to do something, do it faster than a
bullet before anyone bumps into you and hinders your work. Passionate lover; he can die for his beloved.
There are some books, in which it is mentioned that death is painful suffering. And the like. One should adopt
the mediocre mode, i. His death brought such unbearable devastation and grief to his people that many of them
committed suicide. He also speaks against false preaching of Monks and religious scholars. He says that when
a person dies, his enemies do not feel jealous for him. Vespasian, Roman Emperor; he said, he was going to be
a god and died. Such grand comments and preparations only made death more frightening and horrific. Indeed,
in this essay, there are many gems of thought clothed in language that is effective because of its compactness
and terseness. It is the sight of him cocooned by the enclosure of loving and doting friends and family that
makes death an attraction for him. However, Bacon thinks that in case of natural death, fear is an act of
cowardliness. This is a beautiful illustration to explain that no one recognizes the opportunity in the start until
it is gone. Thus, it is not death but its concept, which is horrible. A man would die, though he were neither
valiant nor miserable, only upon a weariness to do the same thing so oft over and over. At the end of the essay,
readers feel that the author has convinced them. It is no less worthy to observe, how little alteration in good
spirits the approaches of death make; for they appear to be the same men till the last instant. She hangs down
her hair on the face so that no one can recognize her until she is dead. Bacon argues that opportunity is just
like a bottle, better to receive it from handle to avail the opportunity at the start , the belly come after which is
difficult to clasp delaying an opportunity would make difficulties for us to avail it afterward. Bacon divides
the essay into four parts, each part refers to some methodical figure. In order to assume the pain and suffering
of death many people try to inflict some measurements of pain on themselves, as a way of appreciating the
final pain of death. He says that revenge feels triumphant in death as the seeker kills his object of vengeance.
Before the start, plan well but once you started, get stunning.


